Introducing… Lady Kitt
In the following pages Kitt takes us through the instructions
for making a leaf garland. Perhaps you may have spotted a
statue in Leazes Park with a similar headdress? Remember—it
doesn’t need to be perfect—we’re all just trying to do something new!

GARLAND INSTRUCTION and IMAGES
An easy read version of this activity can
be found here: QR code / website link
For a video explaining how to make this
unique garland visit here: QR code / website link
Kitt is an artist & drag king based in Newcastle. They describe their work as
“driven by a sense of insatiably curiosity about collaborative creativity”.
Kitt invites others to join them in creating objects, interactions & events.
Things that have happened as part of their work are: a traveling shrine
to sustainability (made from plastic waste), policy changes & an
international, feminist art magazine for, and by, children.
Kitt is trustee for Crafts Council UK, & a founding member of disabled
artist-led “kin collective”. Kitt’s work has been shown at Atlanta
Contemporary (USA), Centre for Restorative Justice
(USA) and Saatchi Gallery London (UK).
You can find out more about Kitt on their website: lladykitt.com

Social media?

Hello, I’m Kitt, an artist based in Newcastle.
This is an invitation to create a leaf garland with
materials collected from local parks and green spaces.
I’ve created the instructions below, hoping the activity
offers time & space for reflection on:
n

the importance of connecting with nature for wellbeing and happiness

n

caring for (and caring in) our environments (natural and built)

I hope you enjoy making, displaying & sharing these garlands as
much as I have enjoyed creating this resource!
Kitt

Leaf garland instructions:
Materials you will need:
12-20 x leaves, various shapes and sizes (I find green leaves are easiest to use, as they are more pliable.
It’s possible to use browning / dried leaves. Soaking dry leaves in water for a few minutes before use,
makes them more flexible. Please collect fallen leaves where possible, as opposed to picking
growing leaves from plants / trees! Leaves from bouquets can also be used)
Lengths of string / wire / long grass (Leazes Park has a wealth of long grasses / reeds that can be used.
Gardening wire, pipe cleaners, raffia, ribbon, thread or string all work well).
n 6-10 x short (10-15 cm) pieces of string / wire / grass (for making rosettes)
n 1 x long (roughly 60-80 cm) piece of string / wire / grass (for a garland)

Creating leaf “rosettes”
n

n

Place two leaves, one on top of the other, on a flat(ish) surface.
One of the shortest sides of the leaves should be directly in front of you.
Concertina fold the leaves together. A concertina fold has many names. It is sometimes called
a fan, zig zag, accordion, or staircase fold! It is achieved by folding the leaves, first forward and
then back on themselves, until they are piled on top of one another, in a small stack.

n

Once the leaves are folded, take a short length of long grass / wire / string, and wrap
or tie it around the middle of the folded leaves in a loop, to securely hold them together.
Fan the leaves out either side of the grass / wire / string loop, to form a ‘bow tie’ shape.

Hold the grass / wire / string loop to keep the ‘bow tie’ steady.
Pull the top leaf gently away from the bottom leaf to create
a series of raised folds. You will now have a single ‘leaf rosette’.
Repeat the process above creating roughly 6-10 ‘leaf rosettes’.

Section Two: Making a garland
Once you have a collection of ‘leaf rosettes’, you can start attaching them to your longer
piece of wire / string / grass to create a garland.
n Take one ‘leaf rosette’ and feed the longer length of wire / string / grass into the loop
that holds the leaves together.
n Tie the loose ends of the loop around the longer piece of wire / string / grass.
Repeat until you have used all your rosettes.
n

n

The space you leave between rosettes will depend on their size and the finished effect you want to create
Leave short lengths (15-20cm) of wire / string / grass at either end of your garland, you can use these to
fix it to a wall / piece of furniture / shrine. You can also tie them together to create a circular garland
which can be hung from a door like a wreath, or used as a headdress or necklace!

